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1. IntrodutionIn one-partile-inlusive deep inelasti sattering (DIS) a lepton satters o� a nuleon andone of the hadrons produed in the ollision is deteted. In the one-photon exhange ap-proximation, the lepton-nuleon interation proeeds via a photon of virtuality Q. Theross setion depends in partiular on the azimuthal angle of the �nal state hadron aboutthe virtual photon axis, as well as on the azimuthal angle of the target polarization. Inthe kinemati region where the transverse momentum of the outgoing hadron is low om-pared to Q, the ross setion an be expressed in terms of transverse-momentum-dependentparton distribution funtions (PDFs) and fragmentation funtions (FFs). These partonifuntions are generalizations of the distribution and fragmentation funtions appearing instandard ollinear fatorization. They are often referred to as unintegrated funtions, asthey are not integrated over the transverse momentum.The most omplete treatment to date of one-partile-inlusive deep inelasti satteringat small transverse momentum remains the work of Mulders and Tangerman [1℄, om-plemented by Refs. [2, 3℄. In the last ten years, however, the subjet has seen importanttheoretial and experimental progress. Initiated by the alulation of a nonvanishing Siverse�et in Ref. [4℄, unexpeted developments arose with the orret treatment of Wilson linesin the de�nition of transverse-momentum-dependent PDFs and FFs [5, 6℄. In partiular,{ 1 {



the fundamental tenet of universality of PDFs and FFs was revised [7, 8, 9℄. New fator-ization proofs for the proess under onsideration here were put forward [10, 11℄, updatingpast work [12℄. Some relations proposed in Ref. [1℄ turned out to be invalid [13, 14℄, andthree new PDFs were disovered [15, 16℄. In the meanwhile, several experimental measure-ments of azimuthal asymmetries in semi-inlusive DIS were performed [17, 18, 19, 20, 21,22, 23, 24, 25, 26℄.We onsider it timely to present in a single, self-ontained paper the results for one-partile-inlusive deep inelasti sattering at small transverse momentum, in partiularinluding in the ross setion all funtions reently introdued. In Setion 2 we reall thegeneral form of the ross setion for polarized semi-inlusive DIS and parameterize it interms of suitable struture funtions. In Setion 3 we give the full parameterization ofquark-quark and quark-gluon-quark orrelation funtions up to twist three and review therelations between these funtions whih are due to the QCD equations of motion. Thestruture funtions for semi-inlusive DIS at small transverse momentum and twist-threeauray are given in Setion 4, and Setion 5 ontains our onlusions. The relation ofthe struture funtions in the present paper with the parameterization in Ref. [27℄ is givenin Appendix A, and results for one-jet prodution in DIS are listed in Appendix B.2. The ross setion in terms of struture funtionsWe onsider the proess `(l) +N(P )! `(l0) + h(Ph) +X; (2.1)where ` denotes the beam lepton, N the nuleon target, and h the produed hadron, andwhere four-momenta are given in parentheses. Throughout this paper we work in the one-photon exhange approximation and neglet the lepton mass. We denote by M and Mhthe respetive masses of the nuleon and of the hadron h. As usual we de�ne q = l� l0 andQ2 = �q2 and introdue the variablesx = Q22P � q ; y = P � qP � l ; z = P �PhP � q ;  = 2MxQ : (2.2)Throughout this setion we work in the target rest frame. Following the Trento onven-tions [28℄ we de�ne the azimuthal angle �h of the outgoing hadron byos�h = � l�Ph� g��?ql2? P 2h? ; sin�h = � l�Ph� ���?ql2? P 2h? ; (2.3)where l�? = g��? l� and P �h? = g��? Ph� are the transverse omponents of l and Ph with respetto the photon momentum. The tensorsg��? = g�� � q�P � + P �q�P � q (1 + 2) + 21 + 2 �q�q�Q2 � P �P �M2 � ; (2.4)���? = ����� P� q�P � qp1 + 2 (2.5)
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Figure 1: De�nition of azimuthal angles for semi-inlusive deep inelasti sattering in the targetrest frame [28℄. Ph? and S? are the transverse parts of Ph and S with respet to the photonmomentum.have nonzero omponents g11? = g22? = �1 and �12? = ��21? = 1 in the oordinate system ofFig. 1, our onvention for the totally antisymmetri tensor being �0123 = 1. We deomposethe ovariant spin vetor S of the target asS� = Sk P � � q�M2=(P � q)Mp1 + 2 + S�? ; Sk = S � qP � q Mp1 + 2 ; S�? = g��? S� (2.6)and de�ne its azimuthal angle �S in analogy to �h in Eq. (2.3), with Ph replaed by S.Notie that the sign onvention for the longitudinal spin omponent is suh that the targetspin is parallel to the virtual photon momentum for Sk = �1. The heliity of the leptonbeam is denoted by �e. We onsider the ase where the deteted hadron h has spin zeroor where its polarization is not measured.Assuming single photon exhange, the lepton-hadron ross setion an be expressed ina model-independent way by a set of struture funtions, see e.g. Refs. [29, 30, 27℄. We usehere a modi�ed version of the notation in Ref. [27℄, see App. A, and write1d�dx dy d dz d�h dP 2h? =�2xyQ2 y22 (1 � ") �1 + 22x�(FUU;T + "FUU;L +p2 "(1 + ") os�h F os �hUU+ " os(2�h)F os 2�hUU + �ep2 "(1 � ") sin�h F sin�hLU+ Sk "p2 "(1 + ") sin�h F sin�hUL + " sin(2�h)F sin 2�hUL #1The polarizations SL and ST in [27℄ have been renamed to Sk and jS?j here. This is to avoid a lashof notation with Setion 3, where subsripts L and T refer to a di�erent z-axis than in Fig. 1.{ 3 {



+ Sk�e "p1� "2 FLL +p2 "(1 � ") os�h F os�hLL #+ jS?j" sin(�h � �S)�F sin(�h��S)UT;T + "F sin(�h��S)UT;L �+ " sin(�h + �S)F sin(�h+�S)UT + " sin(3�h � �S)F sin(3�h��S)UT+p2 "(1 + ") sin�S F sin�SUT +p2 "(1 + ") sin(2�h � �S)F sin(2�h��S)UT #+ jS?j�e "p1� "2 os(�h � �S)F os(�h��S)LT +p2 "(1 � ") os�S F os�SLT+p2 "(1 � ") os(2�h � �S)F os(2�h��S)LT #); (2.7)where � is the �ne struture onstant and the struture funtions on the r.h.s. dependon x, Q2, z and P 2h?. The angle  is the azimuthal angle of `0 around the lepton beamaxis with respet to an arbitrary �xed diretion, whih in ase of a transversely polarizedtarget we hoose to be the diretion of S. The orresponding relation between  and �Sis given in Ref. [27℄; in deep inelasti kinematis one has d � d�S . The �rst and seondsubsript of the above struture funtions indiate the respetive polarization of beam andtarget, whereas the third subsript in FUU;T , FUU;L and F sin(�h��S)UT;T , F sin(�h��S)UT;L spei�esthe polarization of the virtual photon. Note that longitudinal or transverse target polar-ization refer to the photon diretion here. The onversion to the experimentally relevantlongitudinal or transverse polarization w.r.t. the lepton beam diretion is straightforwardand given in [27℄. The ratio " of longitudinal and transverse photon ux in (2.7) is givenby " = 1� y � 14 2y21� y + 12 y2 + 14 2y2 ; (2.8)so that the depolarization fators an be written asy22 (1 � ") = 11 + 2 �1� y + 12 y2 + 14 2y2� � �1� y + 12 y2� ; (2.9)y22 (1� ") " = 11 + 2 �1� y � 14 2y2� � (1� y); (2.10)y22 (1 � ")p2 "(1 + ") = 11 + 2 (2� y)q1� y � 14 2y2 � (2� y)p1� y; (2.11)y22 (1 � ")p2 "(1 � ") = 1p1 + 2 yq1� y � 14 2y2 � yp1� y; (2.12)y22 (1� ")p1� "2 = 1p1 + 2 y �1� 12 y� � y �1� 12 y� : (2.13)
{ 4 {



Integration of Eq. (2.7) over the transverse momentum P h? of the outgoing hadron givesthe semi-inlusive deep inelasti sattering ross setiond�dx dy d dz = 2�2xyQ2 y22 (1� ") �1 + 22x��FUU;T + "FUU;L + Sk�ep1� "2 FLL+ jS?jp2 "(1 + ") sin�S F sin�SUT + jS?j�ep2 "(1 � ") os�S F os �SLT �; (2.14)where the struture funtions on the r.h.s. are integrated versions of the previous ones, i.e.FUU;T (x; z;Q2) = Z d2P h? FUU;T (x; z; P 2h?; Q2) (2.15)and similarly for the other funtions.We an �nally onnet the semi-inlusive struture funtions to those for inlusive deepinelasti sattering. With the energies Eh = (P �Ph)=M and � = (P �q)=M of the detetedhadron and the virtual photon, we haveXh Z dz z d�(`N ! `hX)dz dx dy d = 1� Xh Z dEhEhd�(`N ! `hX)dEh dx dy d = � +M� d�(`N ! `X)dx dy d ;(2.16)where we have summed over all hadrons in the �nal state, whose total energy is � +M .Using (� +M)=� = 1 + 2=(2x) we haved�dx dy d = 2�2xyQ2 y22 (1� ") �FT + "FL + Sk�ep1� "2 2x (g1 � 2g2)� jS?j�ep2 "(1 � ") os�S 2x (g1 + g2)�; (2.17)whereXh Z dz z FUU;T (x; z;Q2) = 2xF1(x;Q2) = FT (x;Q2); (2.18)Xh Z dz z FUU;L(x; z;Q2) = (1 + 2)F2(x;Q2)� 2xF1(x;Q2) = FL(x;Q2); (2.19)Xh Z dz z FLL(x; z;Q2) = 2x �g1(x;Q2)� 2g2(x;Q2)�; (2.20)Xh Z dz z F os �SLT (x; z;Q2) = �2x �g1(x;Q2) + g2(x;Q2)� (2.21)in terms of the onventional deep inelasti struture funtions. For the relation with themore ommon expression for target polarization along or transverse to the lepton beamdiretion see Refs. [31, 32, 27℄. Finally, time-reversal invariane requires (see, e.g., Ref. [27℄)Xh Z dz z F sin�SUT (x; z;Q2) = 0: (2.22)
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3. Transverse-momentum dependent distribution and fragmentation fun-tions3.1 Light-one oordinatesManipulations with parton distribution and fragmentation funtions are onveniently doneusing light-one oordinates. For an arbitrary four-vetor v we write v� = (v0 � v3)=p2and vT = (v1; v2) in a spei�ed referene frame and give all omponents as [v�; v+;vT ℄.We will use the transverse tensors g��T and ���T , whose only nonzero omponents are g11T =g22T = �1 and �12T = ��21T = 1. The light-one deomposition of a vetor an be written ina Lorentz ovariant fashion using two light-like vetors n+ = [0; 1;0T ℄ and n� = [1; 0;0T ℄and promoting vT to a four-vetor vT = [0; 0;vT ℄. One then hasv� = v+n�+ + v�n�� + v�T ; (3.1)where v+ = v �n�, v� = v �n+ and vT �n+ = vT �n� = 0. We further haveg��T = g�� � n�+n�� � n��n�+; ���T = ����� n+�n��: (3.2)Note that salar produts with transverse four-vetors are in Minkowski spae, so thatvT �wT = �vT �wT .For the disussion of distribution funtions we will hoose light-one oordinates suhthat P has no transverse omponent, i.e.P � = P+n�+ + M22P+ n�� : (3.3)The spin vetor of the target an then be deomposed asS� = SL (P �n�)n�+ � (P �n+)n��M + S�T ; (3.4)whih implies SL = M (S � n�)=(P � n�). Similarly, for the disussion of fragmentationfuntions, we will assume a oordinate hoie withP �h = P�h n�� + M2h2P�h n�+ : (3.5)3.2 Calulation of the hadroni tensorWe onsider semi-inlusive DIS in the kinematial limit where Q2 beomes large while x, zand P 2h? remain �xed, and will perform an expansion in powers of 1=Q. For the alulationwe use a frame where both (3.3) and (3.5) are satis�ed, and where xP+ = P�h =z = Q=p2.Notie that this di�ers from the hoie in Setion 2, where the transverse diretion wasde�ned with respet to the momenta of the target and the virtual photon, instead of themomenta of the target and the produed hadron. Details on the relation between the twohoies an be found in [1, 33℄. In partiular, SL and ST de�ned by (3.4) with (3.3) and(3.5) di�er from Sk and S? in (2.6) by terms of order 1=Q2 and 1=Q, respetively.{ 6 {
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() (d)Figure 2: Examples of graphs ontributing to semi-inlusive DIS at low transverse momentum ofthe produed hadron.The leptoprodution ross setion an be expressed as the ontration of a hadroniand a leptoni tensor, d�dx dy d dz d�h dP 2h? = �2y8zQ4 2MW �� L�� ; (3.6)where the leptoni tensor is given byL�� = 2 �l� l 0� + l 0� l� � l � l 0 g���+ 2i�e ����� l�l0�: (3.7)The hadroni tensor is de�ned as2MW �� = 1(2�)3 XX Z d3PX2P 0X Æ(4)�q+P �PX �Ph� hP jJ�(0)jh;Xihh;XjJ� (0)jP i; (3.8)where J�(�) is the eletromagneti urrent divided by the elementary harge and a sum isimplied over the polarizations of all hadrons in the �nal state.The alulations in this paper are based on the fatorization of the ross setion intoa hard photon-quark sattering proess and nonperturbative funtions desribing the dis-tribution of quarks in the target or the fragmentation of a quark into the observed hadron.We limit ourselves to the leading and �rst subleading term in the 1=Q expansion of the{ 7 {



ross setion and to graphs with the hard sattering at tree level. Loops an then only o-ur as shown in Fig. 2b, , d, with gluons as external legs of the nonperturbative funtions.The orresponding expression of the hadroni tensor is [1, 33℄2MW �� = 2zXa e2a Z d2pT d2kT Æ2(pT + qT � kT ) Tr��a(x; pT )��a(z; kT )�� 1Qp2�� n=+� ~�aA�(x; pT )��a(z; kT ) + � n=�� ~�aA�(z; kT )��a(x; pT ) + h::��;(3.9)with orretions of order 1=Q2, where the sum runs over the quark and antiquark avorsa, and ea denotes the frational harge of the struk quark or antiquark. In the nextsubsetions we disuss in detail the orrelation funtions � for quark distributions, � forquark fragmentation, and their analogs ~�A and ~�A with an additional gluon leg. The �rst,seond and third term in Eq. (3.9) respetively orrespond to the graphs in Fig. 2a, b and, with gluons having transverse polarization. The analogs of Fig. 2b and  with the gluonon the other side of the �nal-state ut orrespond to the \h.." terms in Eq. (3.9).The Wilson lines needed in the olor gauge invariant soft funtions ome from graphswith additional gluons exhanged between the hard sattering and either the distribution orthe fragmentation funtion (as in Fig. 2b,,d). The orresponding gluons have polarizationvetors proportional to n+ in the �rst and to n� in the seond ase, exept for ontributionsfrom the gluon potential at in�nity. The importane of the latter has been disussed in[5, 6℄, and a detailed derivation of theWilson lines appearing in semi-inlusive DIS was givenin Ref. [33℄ for the leading terms in the 1=Q expansion. For the ontributions subleadingin 1=Q only the ross setion integrated over P h? has been analyzed in the same referene.Going beyond the tree graphs just disussed requires modi�ations in the fatorizationformula (3.9). In partiular, radiative orretions involving low-frequeny gluons introdueSudakov logarithms and so-alled soft fators. A proof of fatorization to all orders in �sfor the (similar but simpler) ase of two-hadron prodution in e+e� ollisions was givenlong ago [12℄. Reent work on all-order fatorization in semi-inlusive DIS an be foundin Refs. [10, 11℄ and in Ref. [9℄. Whether and how the tree-level fatorization used in thepresent paper extends to subleading level in 1=Q is presently not known.3.3 The quark-quark orrelatorsThe quark-quark distribution orrelation funtion is de�ned as2�ij(x; pT ) = Z d��d2�T(2�)3 eip�� hP j � j(0)Un�(0;+1) Un�(+1;�)  i(�)jP i�����+=0 (3.10)with p+ = xP+, where here and in the following we omit the avor index a. The orre-sponding orrelator for antiquarks is obtained by replaing the quark �eld by its transform2To be preise, one should distinguish the momentum fration x in the de�nition of distribution funtionsfrom the Bjorken variable de�ned in Eq. (2.2). They oinide however in the proess we onsider, so thatwe drop this distintion for simpliity. An analogous remark holds for the argument z in the fragmentationfuntions below. { 8 {



under harge onjugation, see Ref. [1℄. In the orrelator (3.10) we have gauge links (Wilsonlines) Un�(0;+1) = Un�(0�;1�;0T ) UT (0T ;1T ;1�); (3.11)Un�(+1;�) = UT (1T ; �T ;1�) Un�(1�; ��; �T ): (3.12)Here Un�(a�; b�; T ) indiates a Wilson line running along the minus diretion from[a�; 0+; T ℄ to [b�; 0+; T ℄, while UT (aT ; bT ; �) indiates a Wilson line running in thetransverse diretion from [�; 0+;aT ℄ to [�; 0+; bT ℄, i.e.Un�(a�; b�; T ) = P exp��ig Z b�a� d��A+(��; 0+; T )�; (3.13)UT (aT ; bT ; �) = P exp��ig Z bTaT d�T �AT (�; 0+; �T )�: (3.14)The orrelator in Eq. (3.10) is the one appearing in semi-inlusive DIS. In di�erent proessesthe struture of the gauge link an hange [7, 34, 35, 36℄. For instane, in Drell-Yan leptonpair prodution all ourrenes of 1� in the gauge links should be replaed by �1�.In partiular, this reverses the sign of all T-odd distribution funtions appearing in theorrelator (see below). In partoni proesses with olored states in both the initial and�nal state, the gauge link ontains ontributions running to 1� as well as �1�, andT-odd terms di�er by more than a simple sign hange. Alternatively, it is possible to workalways with the orrelator for semi-inlusive DIS when onvoluting T-odd funtions withso-alled gluoni-pole ross setions instead of the normal partoni ross setions [35, 37℄.We note that beyond tree-level the Wilson lines in Eqs. (3.11) and (3.12) lead to logarithmidivergenes in the orrelator (3.10). These are due to gluons with vanishing momentumomponent along n+ and need to be regularized. The twist-two part of the orrelator anbe regularized in ways onsistent with fatorization to leading power in 1=Q [12, 38, 10, 9℄.It is presently not known how to extend this to the twist-three setor, see Ref. [39℄ for aninvestigation of this ase.A omplete parameterization of the quark-quark orrelation funtion has been givenin Ref. [16℄. Here we limit ourselves to the twist-three level, where we have�(x; pT ) = 12 �f1 n=+ � f?1T ���T pT�ST�M n=+ + g1s5 n=++ h1T � S=T ; n=+�52 + h?1s � p=T ; n=+�52M + i h?1 � p=T ; n=+�2M �+ M2P+ �e� i es 5 � e?T ���T pT�ST�M+ f? p=TM � f 0T ���T �ST� � f?s ���T �pT�M+ g0T 5 S=T + g?s 5 p=TM � g?5 ���T �pT�M+ hs [ n=+; n=�℄52 + h?T � S=T ; p=T �52M + i h� n=+; n=��2 �: (3.15)
{ 9 {



The distribution funtions on the r.h.s. depend on x and p2T , exept for the funtions withsubsript s, where we use the shorthand notation [1℄g1s(x; pT ) = SL g1L(x; p2T )� pT �STM g1T (x; p2T ) (3.16)and so forth for the other funtions. The �rst eight distributions of Eq. (3.15) are referredto as twist two, and the next 16 distributions are referred to as twist three, where we usethe notion of \dynamial twist" as explained in Ref. [40℄. The remaining eight funtionsof twist four have been omitted here and an be found in Ref. [16℄. The 10 funtions f?1T ,h?1 , eL, eT , e?T , f 0T , f?L , f?T , g?, h are T-odd [2, 16℄, i.e. they hange sign under \naive timereversal", whih is de�ned as usual time reversal, but without the interhange of initial and�nal states. The funtions g? [15℄, e?T and f?T [16℄ exist beause the diretion of the Wilsonline provides a vetor independent of P and S for a Lorentz invariant deomposition of theorrelation funtion �(p), whih is de�ned as in (3.10) but with �+ integrated over insteadof being set to zero [14℄. The notation used in (3.15) is onsistent with Refs. [1, 2, 15, 16℄,exept for three points of disrepany: (i) the sign of g? is opposite to that in Ref. [15℄,where the funtion was originally introdued, and onsistent with Ref. [16℄; (ii) the signof the funtion f?L is opposite to that in Ref. [16℄ and onsistent with the other artiles;(iii) the funtion f?T here is di�erent from Ref. [16℄, where it was �rst introdued, in orderto maintain the symmetry with the other funtions and to have simpler expressions inthe following results. The relation between the two notations is the following (reall thatp2T = �p2T ):f 0T ���here = p2TM2 f?0T ���Ref. [16℄ ; f?T ���here = f?0T � f?T ���Ref. [16℄ : (3.17)The nomenlature of the distribution funtions follows losely that of Ref. [1℄, sometimesreferred to as \Amsterdam notation." We remark that a number of other notations existfor some of the distribution funtions, see e.g. Refs. [41, 42, 43℄. In partiular, transverse-momentum-dependent funtions at leading twist have been widely disussed by Anselminoet al. [44, 45, 46℄. The onnetion between the notation in these papers and the one usedhere is disussed in App. C of Ref. [46℄.We also list here the expressions for the traes of the orrelator �(x; pT ) from Ref. [16℄.With �[�℄ = 12 Tr[��℄ we have�[+℄ = f1 � ���T pT�ST�M f?1T ; (3.18)�[+5℄ = SL g1L � pT �STM g1T ; (3.19)�[i��+5℄ = S�T h1 + SL p�TM h?1L� p�T p�T � 12 p2T g��TM2 ST� h?1T � ���T pT�M h?1 ; (3.20)�[1℄ = MP+�e� ���T pT�ST�M e?T �; (3.21)
{ 10 {



�[i5℄ = MP+�SLeL � pT �STM eT�; (3.22)�[�℄ = MP+�� ���T ST� fT � SL ���T pT�M f?L� p�T p�T � 12 p2T g��TM2 �T��S�T f?T + p�TM f?�; (3.23)�[�5℄ = MP+�S�T gT + SL p�TM g?L� p�T p�T � 12 p2T g��TM2 ST� g?T � ���T pT�M g?�; (3.24)�[i���5℄ = MP+�S�T p�T � p�T S�TM h?T � ���T h�; (3.25)�[i�+�5℄ = MP+�SLhL � pT �STM hT�; (3.26)where � and � are restrited to be transverse indies. Here we made use of the ombinationsfT (x; p2T ) = f 0T (x; p2T )� p2T2M2 f?T (x; p2T ); (3.27)gT (x; p2T ) = g0T (x; p2T )� p2T2M2 g?T (x; p2T ); (3.28)h1(x; p2T ) = h1T (x; p2T )� p2T2M2 h?1T (x; p2T ); (3.29)to separate o� terms that vanish upon integration of the orrelator over transverse mo-mentum due to rotational symmetry. The onversion between the expression in Eq. (3.23)and that in Eq. (19) of Ref. [16℄ an be arried out using the identityp2T ���T ST� = p�T ���T pT�ST� + (pT �ST ) ���T pT� ; (3.30)whih follows from the fat that there is no ompletely antisymmetri tensor of rank threein two dimensions.Integrating the orrelator over the transverse momentum pT yields�(x) = Z d2pT �(x; pT ) = 12 �f1 n=+ + SLg1 5 n=+ + h1 � S=T ; n=+�52 �+ M2P+ �e� i SLeL5 + fT ���T ST�� + gT 5 S=T+ SL hL [ n=+; n=�℄52 + i h� n=+; n=��2 �; (3.31)where the funtions on the r.h.s. depend only on x and are given byf1(x) = Z d2pT f1(x; p2T ) (3.32)
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and so forth for the other funtions. We have retained here one ommon exeption ofnotation, namely g1(x) = Z d2pT g1L(x; p2T ): (3.33)Other notations are also in use for the leading-twist integrated funtions, in partiularf q1 = q (unpolarized distribution funtion), gq1 = �q (heliity distribution funtion), hq1 =Æq = �T q (transversity distribution funtion). The T-odd funtions vanish due to time-reversal invariane [16℄Z d2pT fT (x; p2T ) = 0; Z d2pT eL(x; p2T ) = 0; Z d2pT h(x; p2T ) = 0: (3.34)We have kept them in Eq. (3.31) so that one an readily obtain the analogous fragmentationorrelator, where suh funtions do not neessarily vanish.The fragmentation orrelation funtion is de�ned as�ij(z; kT ) = 12z XX Z d�+d2�T(2�)3 eik�� h0j Un+(+1;�)  i(�)jh;Xihh;Xj � j (0)Un+(0;+1)j0i������=0 ;(3.35)with k� = P�h =z and the Wilson linesUn+(+1;�) � UT (1T ; �T ; +1+) Un+(+1+; �+; �T ); (3.36)Un+(0;+1) � Un+(0+;+1+;0T ) UT (0T ;1T ; +1+): (3.37)The notation Un+(a+; b+; T ) indiates a Wilson line running along the plus diretionfrom [0�; a+; T ℄ to [0�; b+; T ℄, while UT (aT ; bT ; +) indiates a gauge link running in thetransverse diretion from [0�; +;aT ℄ to [0�; +; bT ℄. The de�nition written above naturallyapplies for the orrelation funtion appearing in e+e� annihilation. For semi-inlusive DISit seems more natural to replae all ourrenes of +1+ in the gauge links by �1+ [33℄.However, in Ref. [9℄ it was shown that fatorization an be derived in suh a way thatthe fragmentation orrelators in both semi-inlusive DIS and e+e� annihilation have gaugelinks pointing to +1+.The fragmentation orrelation funtion (for a spinless or an unpolarized hadron) anbe parameterized as�(z; kT ) = 12 �D1 n=� + iH?1 � k=T ; n=��2Mh �+ Mh2P�h �E +D? k=TMh + iH � n=�; n=+�2 +G?5 ���T �kT�Mh �; (3.38)where the funtions on the r.h.s. depend on z and k2T . To be omplete, they should allarry also a avor index, and the �nal hadron type should be spei�ed. The orrelationfuntion � an be diretly obtained from the orrelation funtion � by hanging3n+ $ n�; �T ! ��T ; P+ ! P�h ; M !Mh; x! 1=z; (3.39)3The hange of sign of the tensor �T is due to the exhange n+ $ n� in its de�nition (3.2).{ 12 {



and replaing the distribution funtions with the orresponding fragmentation funtions(f is replaed with D and all other letters are apitalized).The orrelator integrated over transverse momentum reads�(z) = z2 Z d2kT �(z; kT ) = D1 n=�2 + Mh2P�h �E + iH � n=�; n=+�2 �; (3.40)where the funtions on the r.h.s. are de�ned asD1(z) = z2 Z d2kT D1(z; k2T ) (3.41)and so forth for the other funtions. The prefator z2 appears beause D1(z; kT ) is aprobability density w.r.t. the transverse momentum k0T = �zkT of the �nal-state hadronrelative to the fragmenting quark. The fragmentation orrelator for polarized spin-halfhadrons is parameterized in analogy to Eqs. (3.15) and (3.31). As already remarked, inthis ase the funtions DT , EL and H (the analogs of fT , eL and h) do not vanish beausejh;Xi is an interating state that does not transform into itself under time-reversal. Ofourse, it should be taken as an outgoing state in the fragmentation orrelator.3.4 The quark-gluon-quark orrelatorsWe now examine the quark-gluon-quark distribution orrelation funtions [33, 47℄���D�ij (x; pT ) = Z d��d2�T(2�)3 eip��hP j � j(0)Un�(0;+1) Un�(+1;�) iD�(�) i(�)jP i�����+=0; (3.42)whih ontain the ovariant derivative iD�(�) = i�� + gA�. Using Un�(+1;�) iD+(�) (�) =i�+�Un�(+1;�)  (�)� we an write �+D(x; pT ) = xP+�(x; pT ) (3.43)for the plus-omponent of the orrelator. For the transverse omponents we de�ne a furtherorrelator [33℄ ~��A(x; pT ) = ��D(x; pT )� p�T �(x; pT ); (3.44)whih is manifestly gauge invariant. It redues to a orrelator de�ned as in Eq. (3.42) withthe ovariant derivative iD� replaed by gA�T if one has Un�(+1;�) = 1, whih is the ase in alight-one gauge A+ = 0 with suitable boundary onditions at light-one in�nity [6℄. Notiethat (3.42) does not have the most general form of a twist-three orrelation funtion sineit depends on the kinematis of one instead of two partons (i.e., on a single momentumfration and a single transverse momentum). Correspondingly, the ovariant derivativeis taken at the same spae-time point as one of the quark �elds. The tree-level result(3.9) for semi-inlusive DIS an be expressed in terms of only the quark-quark orrelator(3.10), the quark-gluon-quark orrelator (3.42), and their fragmentation ounterparts. Thisis not too surprising sine the kinematis of our proess de�nes a single plus-momentumfration x, a single minus-momentum fration z, and a single transverse momentum Ph?.{ 13 {



No further momentum fration an for instane be onstruted from the ratio P 2h?=Q2,whih is replaed with zero in the kinematial limit we onsider.The orrelation funtion (3.44) an be deomposed as~��A(x; pT ) =xM2 �h� ~f? � i~g?�pT�M � � ~f 0T + i~g0T � �T��S�T � � ~f?s + i ~g?s ��T�� p�TM i�g��T � i���T 5�� �~hs + i ~es��T 5 + h�~h+ i ~e�+ �~h?T � i ~e?T � ���T pT�ST�M ii�T + : : : �g��T + i���T 5�� n=+2 ;(3.45)where the index � is restrited to be transverse here and in the following equations. Thefuntions on the r.h.s. depend on x and p2T , exept for the funtions with subsript s,whih are de�ned as in Eq. (3.16). The last term in the urly brakets is irrelevant for theonstrution of the hadroni tensor of semi-inlusive DIS and has not been parameterizedexpliitly. The only relevant traes of the quark-gluon-quark orrelator are12Mx Tr �~�A� ��+� = ~h+ i ~e+ ���T pT�ST�M �~h?T � i ~e?T �; (3.46)12Mx Tr �~�A� i��+5� = SL �~hL + i ~eL�� pT �STM �~hT + i ~eT �; (3.47)12Mx Tr �~�A� (g��T + i���T 5)+� = p�TM � ~f? � i~g?�� ���T ST� � ~fT + i~gT �� SL ���T pT�M � ~f?L + i ~g?L �� p�T p�T � 12 p2T g��TM2 �T��S�T � ~f?T + i~g?T �; (3.48)where again we have used the ombinations~fT (x; p2T ) = ~f 0T (x; p2T )� p2T2M2 ~f?T (x; p2T ); (3.49)~gT (x; p2T ) = ~g0T (x; p2T )� p2T2M2 ~g?T (x; p2T ): (3.50)The above traes have been given already in Ref. [15℄ for the terms without transverse po-larization, whereas the terms with transverse polarization were partly disussed in Ref. [1℄(the funtions e?T and f?T introdued in Ref. [16℄ were missing).Relations between orrelation funtions of di�erent twist are provided by the equationof motion for the quark �eld�iD= (�) �m� (�) = �+iD�(�) + �iD+(�) + �T iD�(�)�m� (�) = 0; (3.51)where m is the quark mass. To make their general struture transparent we deomposethe orrelators into terms of de�nite twist,� = �2 + MP+ �3 +�MP+�2�4; 1M ~��A = ~��A;3 + MP+ ~��A;4 +�MP+�2 ~��A;5; (3.52)
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where the twist is indiated in the subsripts and the arguments (x; pT ) are suppressedfor ease of writing. One has P+�4 = P��2 = 0 and P+ ~��A;5 = P� ~��A;3 = 0, whereP+ = 12�+ and P� = 12+� are the projetors on good and bad light-one ompo-nents, respetively [40℄. Projeting Eq. (3.51) on its good omponents one obtains for theorrelatorsP+hxM ��3 +MT� ~��A;3 + p=T �2 �m�2i+ P+hxM ��4 +MT� ~��A;4 + p=T �3 �m�3iMP+ = 0; (3.53)where the term with D� has disappeared and the terms with D+ and D� have beenreplaed using Eqs. (3.43) and (3.44). Multiplying this relation with one of the matries�+ = f+; +5; i��+5g, whih satisfy �+P+ = �+(1 � P�) = �+, and taking the traegives Tr�+ ��x�3 + T� ~��A;3 + p=TM �2 � mM �2� = 0; (3.54)where the terms multiplied by M=P+ in Eq. (3.53) have disappeared beause the trae ofDira matries annot produe a term that transforms like P+ under boosts in the light-one diretion. Inserting the parameterizations (3.15) and (3.45) into (3.54), one �nds thefollowing relations between T-even funtions:xe = x~e+ mM f1; (3.55)xf? = x ~f? + f1; (3.56)xg0T = x~g0T + mM h1T ; (3.57)xg?T = x~g?T + g1T + mM h?1T ; (3.58)xgT = x~gT � p2T2M2 g1T + mM h1; (3.59)xg?L = x~g?L + g1L + mM h?1L; (3.60)xhL = x~hL + p2TM2 h?1L + mM g1L; (3.61)xhT = x~hT � h1 + p2T2M2 h?1T + mM g1T ; (3.62)xh?T = x~h?T + h1 + p2T2M2 h?1T : (3.63)These relations an be found in Ref. [1℄, App. C. Negleting quark-gluon-quark orrelators(often referred to as the Wandzura-Wilzek approximation) is equivalent to setting all{ 15 {



funtions with a tilde to zero. For T-odd funtions we have the following relations:xeL = x~eL; (3.64)xeT = x~eT ; (3.65)xe?T = x~e?T + mM f?1T ; (3.66)xf 0T = x ~f 0T + p2TM2 f?1T ; (3.67)xf?T = x ~f?T + f?1T ; (3.68)xfT = x ~fT + p2T2M2 f?1T ; (3.69)xf?L = x ~f?L ; (3.70)xg? = x~g? + mM h?1 ; (3.71)xh = x~h+ p2TM2 h?1 : (3.72)Most of these relations an be found in Refs. [48, 49℄, and Eq. (3.71) an be inferred fromEq. (13) in Ref. [15℄. Eqs. (3.66) and (3.68) have not been given before as they requirethe new funtions introdued in Ref. [16℄. We emphasize that the onstraints due to theequations of motion remain valid in the presene of the appropriate Wilson lines in theorrelation funtions. All that is required for the gauge link U(0;�) between the quark �eldsis the relation U(0;�) iD+(�) = i�+U(0;�) leading to Eq. (3.43). In ontrast, the so-alledLorentz invariane relations used in earlier work are invalidated by the presene of the gaugelinks [14℄. We remark that if quark-gluon-quark orrelators are negleted, the time-reversalonstraints (3.34) require that R d2pT p2T f?1T (x; p2T ) = 0 and R d2pT p2T h?1 (x; p2T ) = 0.The quark-gluon-quark fragmentation orrelator analogous to �D is de�ned as���D�ij (z; kT ) =12z XX Z d�+ d2�T(2�)3 eik�� h0j Un+(+1;�) iD�(�)  i(�)jh;Xihh;Xj � j (0)Un+(0;+1)j0i������=0: (3.73)The transverse orrelator ~��A(z; kT ) = ��D(z; kT )� k�T �(z; kT ) (3.74)an be deomposed as~��A(z; kT ) = Mh2z �� ~D? � i ~G?� kT�Mh �g��T + i���T 5�+ � ~H + i ~E� i�T + : : : �g��T � i���T 5�� n=�2 : (3.75)
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Using the equation of motion for the quark �eld, the following relations an be establishedbetween the funtions appearing in the above orrelator and the funtions in the quark-quark orrelator (3.38): Ez = ~Ez + mMh D1; (3.76)D?z = ~D?z +D1; (3.77)G?z = ~G?z + mMh H?1 ; (3.78)Hz = ~Hz + k2TM2h H?1 : (3.79)4. Results for struture funtionsInserting the parameterizations of the di�erent orrelators in the expression (3.9) of thehadroni tensor and using the equation-of-motion onstraints just disussed, one an alu-late the leptoprodution ross setion for semi-inlusive DIS and projet out the di�erentstruture funtions appearing in Eq. (2.7). To have a ompat notation for the results, weintrodue the unit vetor ĥ = P h?=jP h?j and the notationC�wfD� = x Xa e2a Z d2pT d2kT Æ(2)�pT � kT �P h?=z�w(pT ;kT ) fa(x; p2T )Da(z; k2T );(4.1)where w(pT ;kT ) is an arbitrary funtion and the summation runs over quarks and anti-quarks. The expressions for the struture funtions appearing in Eq. (2.7) areFUU;T = C�f1D1�; (4.2)FUU;L = 0; (4.3)F os �hUU = 2MQ C�� ĥ �kTMh �xhH?1 + MhM f1 ~D?z �� ĥ �pTM �xf?D1 + MhM h?1 ~Hz ��; (4.4)F os 2�hUU = C��2 �ĥ �kT � �ĥ �pT �� kT �pTMMh h?1 H?1 �; (4.5)F sin�hLU = 2MQ C�� ĥ �kTMh �xeH?1 + MhM f1 ~G?z �+ ĥ �pTM �xg?D1 + MhM h?1 ~Ez ��; (4.6)F sin�hUL = 2MQ C�� ĥ �kTMh �xhLH?1 + MhM g1L ~G?z �+ ĥ �pTM �xf?LD1 � MhM h?1L ~Hz ��; (4.7)F sin 2�hUL = C��2 �ĥ �kT � �ĥ �pT �� kT �pTMMh h?1LH?1 �; (4.8)FLL = C�g1LD1�; (4.9)
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F os �hLL = 2MQ C� ĥ �kTMh �xeLH?1 � MhM g1L ~D?z �� ĥ �pTM �xg?LD1 + MhM h?1L ~Ez ��; (4.10)F sin(�h��S)UT;T = C�� ĥ �pTM f?1TD1�; (4.11)F sin(�h��S)UT;L = 0; (4.12)F sin(�h+�S)UT = C�� ĥ �kTMh h1H?1 �; (4.13)F sin(3�h��S)UT = C�2 �ĥ �pT � �pT �kT �+ p2T �ĥ �kT �� 4 (ĥ �pT )2 (ĥ �kT )2M2Mh h?1TH?1 �; (4.14)F sin�SUT = 2MQ C��xfTD1 � MhM h1 ~Hz �� kT �pT2MMh ��xhTH?1 + MhM g1T ~G?z ���xh?TH?1 � MhM f?1T ~D?z ���; (4.15)F sin(2�h��S)UT = 2MQ C�2 (ĥ �pT )2 � p2T2M2 �xf?T D1 � MhM h?1T ~Hz �� 2 �ĥ �kT � �ĥ �pT �� kT �pT2MMh ��xhTH?1 + MhM g1T ~G?z �+�xh?TH?1 � MhM f?1T ~D?z ���; (4.16)F os(�h��S)LT = C� ĥ �pTM g1TD1�; (4.17)F os�SLT = 2MQ C���xgTD1 + MhM h1 ~Ez �+ kT �pT2MMh ��xeTH?1 � MhM g1T ~D?z �+�xe?TH?1 + MhM f?1T ~G?z ���; (4.18)F os(2�h��S)LT = 2MQ C��2 (ĥ �pT )2 � p2T2M2 �xg?TD1 + MhM h?1T ~Ez �+ 2 �ĥ �kT � �ĥ �pT �� kT �pT2MMh ��xeTH?1 � MhM g1T ~D?z ���xe?TH?1 + MhM f?1T ~G?z ���: (4.19)Notie that distribution and fragmentation funtions do not appear in a symmetri fashionin these expressions: there are only twist-three fragmentation funtions with a tilde andonly twist-three distribution funtions without tilde. This asymmetry is not surprisingbeause in Eq. (2.7) the struture funtions themselves are introdued in an asymmetriway, with azimuthal angles referring to the axis given by the four-momenta of the targetnuleon and the photon, rather than of the target nuleon and the deteted hadron.Equations (4.2) to (4.19) are a main result of this paper. A few omments onerningthe omparison with the existing literature are in order here. First of all, it has to be{ 18 {



stressed that in muh of the past literature a di�erent de�nition of the azimuthal angleshas been used, whereas in the present work we adhere to the Trento onventions [28℄. Toompare with those papers, the signs of �h and of �S have to be reversed. The termswith the distribution funtions f?T and e?T have not been given before. All leading-twiststruture funtions here are onsistent with those given in Eqs. (36) and (37) of Ref. [3℄when only photon exhange is taken into onsideration. The struture funtions F sin�hLUand F sin�hUL in our Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7) orrespond to Eqs. (16) and (25) in Ref. [15℄. Theother six twist-three struture funtions were partially given in the original work of Mul-ders and Tangerman [1℄, but exluding T-odd distribution funtions, assuming Gaussiantransverse-momentum distributions, and without the ontributions from the fragmentationfuntion G?.The struture funtion F os�hUU is assoiated with the so-alled Cahn e�et [50, 51℄. Ifone neglets the quark-gluon-quark funtions ~D? in Eq. (4.4) and ~f? in Eq. (3.56) as wellas the T-odd distribution funtions h and h?1 , our result beomesF os�hUU � 2MQ C�� ĥ �pTM f1D1�: (4.20)This oinides with the os�h term alulated to order 1=Q in the parton model withintrinsi transverse momentum inluded in distribution and fragmentation funtions, seee.g. Eqs. (32) and (33) in Ref. [52℄.Let us briey mention some experimental results and phenomenologial analyses forthe struture funtions given above. For simpliity we do not distinguish between mea-surements of the struture funtions and of the assoiated spin or angular asymmetries,whih orrespond to the ratio of the appropriate struture funtions and FUU;T + �FUU;L.1. Measurements of the ross-setion omponents ontaining the struture funtionF os�hUU have been reported in Refs. [53, 54, 17, 26℄. A desription of the os�hmodulation by the Cahn e�et alone has been given in Ref. [52℄. The same analysisan be applied to the struture funtion F os�hLL , leading to the results of Ref. [55℄.2. F os 2�hUU ontains the funtions h?1 (Boer-Mulders funtion [2℄) and H?1 (Collins fun-tion [56℄). It has been measured in Refs. [17, 26℄.3. The struture funtion F sin�hLU has been reently measured by the CLAS ollabora-tion [25℄.4. The struture funtion F sin�hUL has been measured by HERMES [23℄. The pre-ise extration of this observable requires are beause in experiments the targetis polarized along the diretion of the lepton beam and not of the virtual pho-ton [57, 58, 15, 27℄. This implies that the longitudinal target-spin asymmetries mea-sured in Refs. [18, 19, 20℄ reeive ontributions not only from F sin�hUL , but at the sameorder in 1=Q also from F sin(�h��S)UT;T and F sin(�h+�S)UT (see also the phenomenologialstudies of Refs. [59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65℄). In Ref. [23℄ the HERMES ollaborationhas separated the di�erent ontributions to the experimental sin�h asymmetry with{ 19 {



longitudinal target polarization and shown that F sin�hUL is dominant in the kinematisof the measurement.5. F sin(�h��S)UT;T ontains the Sivers funtion [66℄ and has been reently measured for a pro-ton target at HERMES [22℄ and for a deuteron target at COMPASS [24℄. Extrationsof the Sivers funtion from the experimental data were performed in Refs. [67, 68, 69℄(see Ref. [70℄ for a omparison of the various extrations).6. The struture funtion F sin(�h+�S)UT ontains the transversity distribution funtion [41,42℄ and the Collins funtion. As the previous struture funtion, it has been mea-sured by HERMES [22℄ on the proton and by COMPASS [24℄ on the deuteron. Phe-nomenologial studies have been presented in Ref. [68℄, where information about theCollins funtion was extrated, and in Ref. [71℄, where onstraints on the transversitydistribution funtion were obtained by using additional information from a Collinsasymmetry measured in e+e� annihilation [72℄.Integration of Eqs. (4.2) to (4.19) over the transverse momentum P h? of the outgoinghadron leads to the following expressions for the integrated struture funtions in Eq. (2.14):FUU;T = x Xa e2a fa1 (x)Da1(z); (4.21)FUU;L = 0; (4.22)FLL = x Xa e2a ga1(x)Da1(z); (4.23)F sin�SUT = �x Xa e2a 2MhQ ha1(x) ~Ha(z)z ; (4.24)F os�SLT = �x Xa e2a 2MQ �xgaT (x)Da1(z) + MhM ha1(x) ~Ea(z)z �: (4.25)Finally, the struture funtions for totally inlusive DIS an be obtained from Eqs. (2.16)and (2.18) to (2.21). This gives the standard results [1℄F1 = 12 Xa e2a fa1 (x); (4.26)FL = 0; (4.27)g1 = 12 Xa e2a ga1(x); (4.28)g1 + g2 = 12 Xa e2a gaT (x); (4.29)where given the auray of our alulation we have replaed g1�2g2 by g1 in (4.28), andwhere we have usedXh Z dz z Da1(z) = 1; Xh Z dz ~Ea(z) = 0; Xh Z dz ~Ha(z) = 0: (4.30)
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The �rst relation is the well-known momentum sum rule for fragmentation funtions. Theseond relation was already pointed out in Ref. [73℄. The sum rule for ~H follows fromEq. (4.24) and the time-reversal onstraint (2.22).In App. B, we give results for one-jet prodution at low transverse momentum in DIS.5. ConlusionsWe have analyzed one-partile inlusive deep inelasti sattering o� a polarized nuleon forlow transverse momentum of the deteted hadron, starting from a general deompositionof the ross setion in terms of 18 struture funtions, given in Eq. (2.7) and expressedin a heliity basis in App. A. Using tree-level fatorization as disussed in Se. 3.2, thestruture funtions an be alulated up to subleading order in 1=Q (twist three) usingtransverse-momentum-dependent quark-quark and quark-gluon-quark orrelators. to sub-leading order, we need the parameterizations of the orrelators up to twist three, involving24 parton distributions. In partiular our treatment inludes those twist three transversemomentum dependent funtions that appear after the proper inlusion of Wilson linesin the quark-quark orrelators. We also give the relations between the quark-quark andquark-gluon-quark orrelators that follow from the QCD equations of motion.Using the parameterization of the orrelators we eventually expressed the struturefuntions appearing in the ross setion in terms of transverse-momentum-dependent par-ton distribution and fragmentation funtions, see Eqs. (4.2) to (4.19). Several of theseresults were already present in the literature, but never olleted in a single paper. Theomplete results for transversely polarized targets, Eqs. (4.11) to (4.19), inluding all T-odd distribution funtions, are presented here for the �rst time. It is straightforward togeneralize the present results to inlude the prodution of a polarized hadron.AknowledgmentsThis researh is part of the Integrated Infrastruture Initiative \Hadron Physis" of theEuropean Union under ontrat number RII3-CT-2004-506078. The work of M.D. is sup-ported by the Helmholtz Assoiation, ontrat number VH-NG-004. The work of A.M. ispartially supported by the Verbundforshung of the BMBF (06-Bo-103).A. Struture funtions in a heliity basisUp to a kinematial fator, the struture funtions we have introdued in Eq. (2.7) aresimple ombinations of ross setions or interferene terms for the subproess �N ! hXwith de�nite heliities of the nuleon and the virtual photon. Let us de�ne heliity struturefuntions F ijmn(x;Q2; z; P 2h?) = Q2(1� x)4�3� �1 + 22x��1 d�ijmndz dP 2h? ; (A.1)in terms of the �p ross setions and interferene terms introdued in Ref. [27℄, where jand i (n and m) are the heliities of the nuleon (virtual photon) in the amplitude and its{ 21 {



omplex onjugate. We then haveFUU;T = 12 �F++++ + F��++ �; FUU;L = F++00 ;F os�hUU = � 1p2 Re �F+++0 + F��+0 �; F os 2�hUU = �ReF+++� ; (A.2)F sin�hLU = � 1p2 Im �F+++0 + F��+0 �; (A.3)F sin�hUL = � 1p2 Im �F+++0 � F��+0 �; F sin 2�hUL = �ImF+++� ; (A.4)FLL = 12 �F++++ � F��++ �; F os�hLL = � 1p2 Re �F+++0 � F��+0 �; (A.5)F sin(�h��S)UT;T = �ImF+�++ ; F sin(�h��S)UT;L = �ImF+�00 ;F sin(�h+�S)UT = �12 ImF+�+� ; F sin(3�h��S)UT = �12 ImF�++� ;F sin�SUT = � 1p2 ImF+�+0 ; F sin(2�h��S)UT = � 1p2 ImF�++0 ; (A.6)F os(�h��S)LT = ReF+�++ ; F os�SLT = � 1p2 ReF+�+0 ;F os(2�h��S)LT = � 1p2 ReF�++0 : (A.7)Comparing with our results (4.2) to (4.19) we �nd a number of simple patterns. The leadingstruture funtions in the 1=Q expansion are those where the photon is transverse in boththe amplitude and its onjugate, and the subleading struture funtions orrespond to theinterferene between transverse and longitudinal photon polarizations. The two struturefuntions FUU;L and F sin(�h��S)UT;L involve only longitudinally polarized photons. In thekinematis we onsider, they are of order 1=Q2 and thus beyond the auray to whihwe have alulated. We �nally remark that the number of transverse momentum fatorsappearing in the di�erent struture funtions (4.2) to (4.19) an be related to the mismathbetween the heliity di�erenes (m� i) and (n� j) using angular momentum onservation,see Ref. [27℄.B. Semi-inlusive jet produtionIn this appendix, we take into onsideration the proess`(l) +N(P )! `(l0) + jet(Pj) +X (B.1){ 22 {



in the kinematial limit of large Q2 at �xed x and P 2h?. In the ontext of our tree-levelalulation, we identify the jet with the quark sattered from the virtual photon. We thenhave z = 1 and the ross setion formula is idential to Eq. (2.7), exept that it is notdi�erential in z. Correspondingly, the struture funtions do not depend on this variable.The struture funtions for the proess (B.1) an be obtained from those of one-partileinlusive DIS in Eqs. (4.2) to (4.19) by replaing D1(z; k2T ) with Æ(1 � z)Æ(2)(kT ), settingall other fragmentation funtions to zero and integrating over z. This givesFUU;T = x Xa e2a fa1 (x; P 2j?); (B.2)F os�hUU = �x Xa e2a 2jP j?jQ xf?a(x; P 2j?); (B.3)F sin�hLU = x Xa e2a 2jP j?jQ xg?a(x; P 2j?); (B.4)F sin�hUL = x Xa e2a 2jP j?jQ xf?aL (x; P 2j?); (B.5)FLL = x Xa e2a ga1L(x; P 2j?); (B.6)F os�hLL = �x Xa e2a 2jP j?jQ xg?aL (x; P 2j?); (B.7)F sin(�h��S)UT;T = �x Xa e2a jP j?jM f?a1T (x; P 2j?); (B.8)F sin�SUT = x Xa e2a 2MQ xfaT (x; P 2j?); (B.9)F sin(2�h��S)UT = x Xa e2a jP j?j2MQ xf?aT (x; P 2j?); (B.10)F os(�h��S)LT = x Xa e2a jP j?jM ga1T (x; P 2j?); (B.11)F os�SLT = �x Xa e2a 2MQ xgaT (x; P 2j?); (B.12)F os(2�h��S)LT = �x Xa e2a jP j?j2MQ xg?aT (x; P 2j?); (B.13)whereas the remaining 6 struture funtions are zero. The results for the terms with indiesUU , LL, and LT orrespond to those in Ref. [1℄, Eqs. (119) to (121). The results for theterms with indies LU and UL orrespond to those in Ref. [15℄. Integration of the rosssetion over P h? leads to the results for inlusive DIS in Eqs. (4.26) to (4.29). Mostterms vanish due to the angular integration, and F sin�SUT in Eq. (B.9) vanishes due to thetime-reversal ondition (3.34). { 23 {
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